APPLICATION DEVELOPERS: Peterson Technology Partners Inc. seeks qualified application developers for its headquarters located in Rolling Meadows, IL & various & unanticipated work locations throughout the U.S. Resp. for designing & implementing mobile-base services & web-based solutions to provide optimum interface w/ mobile/eCommerce website for clients. Resp. for performing detailed analysis/design of functional & non-functional requirements & translate them to software solutions in the Client commerce environ. Provide estimation of work required & task level estimating of work assigned during project planning stages. Resp. for developing functionality & unit tests in iterative fast paced environ. Conduct & participate in code reviews that may span multiple projects, & provide application support & training to developers, testing personnel (both automated & manual) & production support personnel. Resp. for database, data mining, telecommunications, & internet security (risk mgmt strategies). Resp. for providing support on production deployments during go live. Utilize knowledge & understanding of outlined business requirements & developing solutions using web & internet tech, & utilizing Quality Assurance techniques. Provide maintenance support & resolution of issues arising from existing production system to lessen impact on business. Resp. for coordinating w/ various internal teams to address & resolve system dependencies & define solution for new business needs. Participate in deployment & release activities & ensure successful productions implementations; & coordinate w/ operations team on demand to resolve any business issues, systems issues & ensuring 24x7 uptime. An EOE. Respond by mail to Peterson Technology Partners, 1600 Golf Rd, Ste 1206, Rolling Meadows, IL 60008. Refer to ad code: PTP-0416

APPLICATION DEVELOPER: Peterson Technology Partners Inc. seeks qualified application developer for its headquarters located in Rolling Meadows, IL & various & unanticipated work locations throughout the U.S. Resp. for designing & implementing mobile-base services & web-based solutions to provide optimum interface w/ mobile/eCommerce website for clients. Master’s degree in Comp Sci, Business, IT Engg, Info System Tech, IT Mgmt, Industrial Tech, Business Admin or a closely related field of study (Will accept a Bachelor’s degree in the above fields plus 5 yrs related progressive exp in lieu of a Master’s degree) each alternative degree requirements w/ an academic or industrial background in: (i) database, data structures, data warehouse, telecommunications (mobile & internet communication protocol), computer architecture, policies & mgmt strategies; & (ii) maintaining technical framework using HTML5, CSS3, Android, IOS, Javascript, REST API. An EOE. Respond by mail to Peterson Technology Partners, 1600 Golf Rd, Ste 1206, Rolling Meadows, IL 60008. Refer to ad code: PTP-042616

SENIOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPER - Data Integration, Roswell, GA, General Motors Company. Analyze, design, dvlp, implement & continuous improve data integration soft in operating systems such as Solaris, Linux, Windows XP, &Windows7 using IBM Integration Bus (IIB V9 /V10), SeeBeyond SRE, JCAPS in Enterprise Application group to integrate various systems such as Mainframe, SAP, &EDI, with integration of data such as vehicle parts, shipment of components & vehicles data processing/transforming in EAI layer to connect to Orders/Parts mngmt systems &dealer mngmt systems. Ensure data reliability, security, &timely/accurate

SOFTWARE
Oracle America, Inc.
has openings for
SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS
positions in Broomfield, CO.
Job duties include: Design, develop, troubleshoot and/or test/QA software. May telecommute from home.
Apply by e-mailing resume to tate.moore@oracle.com, referencing 385.19587.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.

TECHNOLOGY
Oracle America, Inc.
has openings for
IT MANAGER
positions in Orlando, FL.
Job duties include: Plan, initiate, and manage information technology (IT) projects. Lead and guide the work of technical staff. Serve as liaison between business and technical aspects of projects.
Apply by e-mailing resume to ted.crawford.jr@oracle.com, referencing 385.18144.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.

TECHNOLOGY
Oracle America, Inc.
has openings for
APPLICATIONS DEVELOPER
positions in Solon, OH.
Job duties include: Analyze, design, develop, troubleshoot and debug software programs for commercial or end-user applications. Write code, complete programming and perform testing and debugging of applications.
Apply by e-mailing resume to doug.berkland@oracle.com, referencing 385.18235.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.
transmission of vehicle purchase, vehicle distribution, supplier & dealer transactions. 2 years’ exp as Service Oriented Architecture Consultant analyzing, developing, & implementing data integration soft in operating systems such as Solaris, Linux, Windows XP, & Windows7 using IBM Integration Bus (IIB V9 /V10), to integrate systems with vehicle & dealer data. Mail resume to Melanie Aldana, GM Global Mobility, 300 Renaissance Center, Mail Code 482-C32-D44, Detroit, MI 48265, Ref#4205.


CALYPSO TECH, INC. seeks a SW Eng. in SF, CA to design & develop the collet mgmt app in the Caly syst. Ref Job ID: 965MNC & mail res. to Calypso, Attn: HR, 595 Market St, Ste. 1800, SF, CA 94105.

SR. MANAGER. Job location: Miami, FL & any other unanticipated locations in U.S. Travel Required. Duties: Design end-to-end Oracle Business Intelligence Appl. (OBIA) arch. from various source systems. Map addl. source data elements to OBIA data warehouse & use in business models & mapping layers. Map presentation layer metrics & utilize them to OBI answers & dashboards for end users. Assist with full life cycle projects from planning to contributing to design sessions to help identify business requirements needed to meet business & transform. goals. Doc. business requirements & system design. Lead BI teams during build phase through testing & rollout of implement. Mentor & delegate to jr. team members & developers. Requires: M.S. degree in Comp. Sci., Eng. or related field & 3 yrs. exp. in the job offered or 3 yrs. exp. as an Architect, Consultant or Mgr. Will accept B.S. (or foreign equiv.) & 5 yrs. exp. in comp. ind. in lieu of M.S. & 3 yrs. exp. Concurrent exp. must incl.: 3 yrs. exp. with OBIA arch. & 2 yrs. exp. mapping presentation layer to OBI answers. Send resume (no calls) to: Michelle Ramirez, The Hackett Group, Inc., 1001 Brickell Bay Dr., Suite 3000, Miami, FL 33131

NETWORK & COMPUTER SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR F/T (Fishkill, NY) Position involves travel to various unanticipated worksites up to 100% of the time anywhere in the United States. Must have Bach deg or the foreign equiv in Comp Engg, Info Tech, Comp Soft Tech Engg, or related with two (2) yrs of exp in the administration of environment for Cisco Routers and Switches, Juniper Switches, Cisco UCS, virtualized systems from Vmware and write technical documents. Candidate will be Provide support to Windows servers O/S, Linux Ubuntu, Sun Microsystems (Solaris), Active Directory, DNS, DHCP, NTP and Microsoft SQL Server 2008 database administration, disaster recovery planning, network security concepts and troubleshooting problems, VDI Servers and cloud based technologies. Send resume: Novisync Solutions, Inc., Recruiting (BT), 300 Westgate Bus Ctr Dr, Ste 350, Fishkill, NY 12524.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

SR MANAGER. Job location: Miami, FL & any other unanticipated locations in U.S. Travel Required. Duties: Design end-to-end Oracle Business Intelligence Appl. (OBIA) arch. from various source systems. Map addl. source data elements to OBIA data warehouse & use in business models & mapping layers. Map presentation layer metrics & utilize them to OBIA answers & dashboards for end users. Assist with full life cycle projects from planning to contributing to design sessions to help identify business requirements needed to meet business & transform. goals. Doc. business requirements & system design. Lead BI teams during build phase through testing & rollout of implement. Mentor & delegate to jr. team members & developers. Requires: M.S. degree in Comp. Sci., Eng. or related field & 3 yrs. exp. in the job offered or 3 yrs. exp. as an Architect, Consultant or Mgr. Will accept B.S. (or foreign equiv.) & 5 yrs. exp. in comp. ind. in lieu of M.S. & 3 yrs. exp. Concurrent exp. must incl.: 3 yrs. exp. with OBIA arch. & 2 yrs. exp. mapping presentation layer to OBIA answers. Send resume (no calls) to: Michelle Ramirez, The Hackett Group, Inc., 1001 Brickell Bay Dr., Suite 3000, Miami, FL 33131

GLOBAL SAP OPERATIONS ANALYST, Roswell, GA. General Motors Company. Lead, configure, & support SAP PI Module responsible for global interfaces of Finance, Purchasing, Mfg, Sales & Distribution & Warranty solutions. Perform root-cause analysis, from incident investigation & diagnosis to resolution, recovery & message monitoring. Define technical integration project plans. Perform sys installation & configuration of SAP PI components (add-ons, enterprise java beans, Web Application Services). Ensure correct implementation of security components such as handling certificates, modifying communication channels, & configuration scenarios. Bachelor, Management Information Systems or Computer Systems for Management. 12 mos exp as SAP Analyst or SAP Consultant in job offered. Mail resume to Alicia Scott-Wears, GM Global Mobility, 300 Renaissance Center, Mail Code 482-C32-D44, Detroit, MI 48265, Ref#:3347.

PRINCIPAL BUSINESS TECH ARCHITECT (Santa Clara, CA) Consult w/ sales & customers to design APM solutions & design & demonstrate APM solution architectures. Deliver demonstrations & POCs & provide tech expertise & advice to sales staff during all phases of the sales cycle. Turn ethnographic research, customer feedback & market data into APM product reqs for implementation. Code custom extensions for CA APM & define structured solutions. REQS: 5 yrs exp in job &/or rel occup. Must have exp w/ Providing tech expertise & advice to Sales staff during all phases of sales cycle incl knowledge of APM marketplace & competitive intelligence; Defining APM best practice implementations, incl people, process & technology; Designing & demonstrating APM solution architectures. Must meet customer reqs remotely or onsite POCs; Acting as trusted advisor & guiding APM POCs. Publishing business value & guiding customer decision-making process through APM sales cycle. Programming, in Java, JavaScript in Web & Mobile apps; Architectural knowledge of omni-channel systems, app architecture, cloud computing, & hybrid environments. 40 hours/week; Monday-Friday; 8:30 am-5:30 pm; Send resume to: Althea Wilson, CA Technologies, One CA Plaza, Islandia, NY 11749, Refer to Requisition #11216

SPLUNK INC. has the following job opportunities in San Francisco, CA: Software Engineer (Req#973225) Perform

TECHNOLOGY
Oracle America, Inc.
has openings for
EXPERT SERVICES MANAGER
positions in New York, NY.
Job duties include: Develop, coordinate, test, and launch complex interactive marketing programs using Oracle Marketing platform for on-time, on-budget, and error free project deliverables.
Apply by e-mailing resume to stevo.knezevic@oracle.com, referencing 385.17674.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.

TECHNOLOGY
Oracle America, Inc.
has openings for
RELEASE DEVELOPERS
positions in Redwood Shores, CA.
Job duties include: Develop, analyze and maintain tools that support and automate processes for hardware or software product release.
Apply by e-mailing resume to joe.vallejo@oracle.com, referencing 385.19374.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.

SOFTWARE
Oracle America, Inc.
has openings for
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANT
positions in Columbia, MD.
Job duties include: Apply knowledge of software architecture to perform software development tasks associated with developing, debugging, and designing software applications and operating systems according to provided design specifications.
Apply by e-mailing resume to michael.bard@oracle.com, referencing 385.18282.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Purdue University, the Department of Computer Science is soliciting applications for Professor of Practice positions at the Assistant, Associate, or Full Professor level to begin Fall 2016. These are newly created positions offering three- to five-year appointments that are renewable based on satisfactory performance for faculty with primary responsibilities in teaching and service. Applicants should hold a Ph.D. in computer science or a related field, or a Master’s degree in computer science or a related discipline and commensurate experience in teaching or industry. Applicants should be committed to excellence in teaching, and should have the ability to teach a broad collection of core courses in the undergraduate curriculum. Applicants will also be expected to develop and supervise project courses for undergraduates. Review of applications and candidate interviews will begin on May 5, 2016, and will continue until the positions are filled. The Department of Computer Science offers a stimulating and nurturing educational environment with thriving undergraduate and graduate programs and active research programs in most areas of computer science. Additional information about the department is available at http://www.cs.purdue.edu. Salary and benefits will be competitive. Applicants are strongly encouraged to apply online at https://careers.jobvite.com/ Purdue University, West Lafayette IN 47907. A background check will be required for employment. Purdue University is an EEO/AA employer. All individuals, including minorities, women, individuals with disabilities, and veterans are encouraged to apply.

Cloudera, Inc. is recruiting for our Palo Alto, CA office: Software Engineer: design & implement large distributed systems that scale well – to petabytes of data & 10s of 1000s of nodes. Mail resume w/job code #37058 to: Cloudera, Attn.: HR, 1001 Page Mill Rd., Bldg. 2, Palo Alto, CA 94304.

Cloudera, Inc. is recruiting for our San Francisco, CA office: Software Engineer: perform software implementation via design, reviewing & writing code. Mail resume w/job code #35959 to: Cloudera, Attn.: HR, 1001 Page Mill Rd., Bldg. 2, Palo Alto, CA 94304.

Sr. Services Consultant (NY, NY & unanticipated client sites in US) Implement & integrate CA Advanced Authentication within varied customer environments. Dvlp presentation layer using JSP, HTML, CSS & Struts framework. Dvlp Struts validation framework & JavaScript for validation. Test latest Arcot product versions on various envrnnmnts w/ Tomcat, WebLogic, WebSphere & JBoss. Dvlp apps w/ client specs & rules using JAVA, JSP, C#.NET & ASP.NET. REQS: Bachelor’s or foreign equiv in Comp Sci, Math, Engineering (any) or rel + 5 yrs progressive exp in job &/or rel occup. Must have experience w/: Implementing & integrating CA Advanced Authentication Solution in customer envrnnmnts inc Operating Systems, App & Web Servers; Integrating CA Advanced Authentication Solution w/ industry leading Identity & Access Management solutions (CA IdentityMinder, CA SiteMinder, IBM Tivoli Identity & Access Manager); Implementing CA Single Sign-On & CA Identity Minder; Integrating CA Advanced Authentication w/ VPN appliances Juniper, Cisco & Citrix; Working on multiple projects & w/ customers; Customizing CA Advanced Authentication UI Framework to meet customer reqmnts; Work from home anywhere in the US; Frequent travel to unanticipated client sites US; 40 hrs/wk, Monday-Friday; 8:30 am-5:30 pm. Send resume to: Althea Wilson, CA Technologies, One CA Plaza, Islington, NY 11749, Refer to Requisition #129041.


Software Engineer: Design, develop & test sw apps for next-gen visual analytics prod suite util hi-i1v, obj-or prog languages & tools, incl Java. Req Bach or foreign equiv in Comp Sci, Comp Eng, or rtd, & 1 yr exp in: design & devp comp sw util hi-i1v prog languages, incl Java, C; relational dbases, incl SQL; work w/ algorithms, Data Structures, & Data Analytics; design REST APIs; & Cloud deployment. Position at Tableau Software, Inc. in Seattle, WA. To apply, please e-mail resume to Jobstableau@tableau.com and ref Job ID: 5EB.

Software Engineer: Participate in all phases of SDLC. Des & dvlp apps using techs such as .Net, MVC, Oracle, SQL Server, VB.Net, C#, MS Project Plan, etc. Reqs Masters or equiv/fgn equiv in CS or rtd, w/2 yrs relevant exp. Comb of de-pths acc. Mtlpl opngs in Ashburn, VA. May req reloc. Apply: Viv-Soft Technologies LLC, 20130 Lake View Center Plz, #400, Ashburn, VA 20147. EOE.

IT Professionals. Due to the high demand for IT individuals Computek Solutions, Inc., located in South Plainfield, NJ, is looking for the following: Programmer Analysts, Quality Assurance Analysts (QA Analyst) etc. Multiple clients are requesting candidates with backgrounds in Healthcare, Financial, Banking, Non-Profit, Manufacturing/Distribution, Legal, Educations and Engineering. Should have minimum of Bachelor Degree in related field or its equivalent plus 5 years of IT experience or Master degree in related field or its equivalent filed or its equivalent. 40h/wk, competitive salary. Email resumes to: Computek Solutions, Inc. Attn: HR Manager, hrr@computeksol.com
Associate/Full Professor of Cyber Security

The cyber security section of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mathematics and Computer Science (EEMCS) focuses on network security, secure data processing, and situation awareness in cyberspace. The section’s research and education portfolio is rich and deals with several perspectives on cyber security. We value the diversity of our portfolio within the scope of theory and engineering of cyber security for distributed systems and networks in a socio-technical context.

The Assoc./Full Professor of cyber security will function as the mainstay for cyber security research and education, without assuming that (s)he is expert in all aspects of the section’s scope. (S)he will be employed at the EEMCS Faculty and will continue the commenced strategy to leverage the complementary expertise at the Faculties of EEMCS and Technology, Policy and Management (TPM). The aim is the creation of joint research projects as well as education and technology transfer activities, thus combining the computer science and socio-technical perspective on cyber security.

Oracle America, Inc.

has openings for

PRODUCT MANAGER

positions in Redwood Shores, CA.

Job duties include Participate in all software and/or hardware product development life cycle activities. Move software products through the software product development cycle from design and development to implementation, testing and/or marketing. Travel to various unanticipated sites throughout the United States required.

Apply by e-mailing resume to jeremy.kembel@oracle.com, referencing 385.12296.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.

Oracle America, Inc.

has openings for

TECHNICAL ANALYSTS

positions in Orlando, FL.

Job duties include: Analyze user requirements to develop, implement, and/or support Oracle’s global infrastructure. As a member of the IT organization, assist with the design, development, modifications, debugging, and evaluation of programs for use in internal systems within a specific function area.

Apply by e-mailing resume to neville.dalal@oracle.com, referencing 385.18373.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.

Oracle America, Inc.

has openings for

SOFTWARE DEVELOPER

positions in Broomfield, CO.

Job duties include: Design, develop, troubleshoot and/or test/QA software.

Apply by e-mailing resume to robert.raymond@oracle.com, referencing 385.16807.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.

Oracle America, Inc.

has openings for

QA ANALYST

positions in Bedford, MA.

Job duties include: Responsible for developing, applying and maintaining quality standards for company products with adherence to both internal and external standards.

Apply by e-mailing resume to suranjana.roy@oracle.com, referencing 385.19069.
Oracle supports workforce diversity.
Cisco Systems, Inc. is accepting resumes for the following positions:

ALPHARETTA, GA: Software Engineer (Ref.#: ALP1): Responsible for the definition, design, development, test, debugging, release, enhancement or maintenance of networking software.

AUSTIN, TX: Software Engineer (Ref.#: AUS2): Responsible for the definition, design, development, test, debugging, release, enhancement or maintenance of networking software. Technical Lead/Leader (Ref.#: AUST10): Lead engineering groups on projects to design, develop or test hardware or software products.

BELLEVUE, WA: Network Consulting Engineer (Ref.#: BEL1): Responsible for the support and delivery of Advanced Services to company’s major accounts. Consulting Systems Engineer (Ref.# BEL3): Provide specific end-to-end solutions and architecture consulting, technical and sales support for major account opportunities at the theater, area, or operation level.

BOXBOROUGH, MA: Technical Lead/Leader (Ref.#: BOX3): Lead engineering groups on projects to design, develop or test hardware or software products. Technical Lead/Leader (Ref.#: BOX23): Lead engineering groups on projects to design, develop or test hardware or software products. Telecommuting permitted. Software Engineer (Ref.#: BOX1): Responsible for the definition, design, development, test, debugging, release, enhancement or maintenance of networking software. Software Engineer (Ref.#: BOX12): Responsible for the definition, design, development, test, debugging, release, enhancement or maintenance of networking software. Telecommuting permitted. Network Consulting Engineer (Ref.#: BOX11): Responsible for the support and delivery of Advanced Services to company’s major accounts.

CAMBRIDGE, MA: Software Engineer (Ref.#: CAM1): Responsible for the definition, design, development, test, debugging, release, enhancement or maintenance of networking software.

COSTA MESA, CA: Engineering Architect (Ref.#: COS4): Analyze business requirements to define product requirements and create design solutions for new features. Telecommuting permitted and Travel may be required to various unanticipated locations throughout the United States.

COLUMBIA, MD: Customer Support Engineer (Ref.#: COLU7): Responsible for providing technical support regarding the company’s proprietary systems and software.

DALLAS, TX: Engineering Architect (Ref.#: DALL1): Analyze business requirements to define product requirements and create design solutions for new features. Telecommuting permitted and Travel may be required to various unanticipated locations throughout the United States.

FRANKLIN, TN: Network Consulting Engineer (Ref.#: FRA1): Responsible for the support and delivery of Advanced Services to company’s major accounts. Telecommuting permitted.

ISELIN/EDISON, NJ: Network Consulting Engineer (Ref.#: ED10): Responsible for the support and delivery of Advanced Services to company’s major accounts. Telecommuting permitted and Travel may be required to various unanticipated locations throughout the United States.

LAWRENCEVILLE, GA: Technical Lead/Leader (Ref.#: LV10): Lead engineering groups or projects to design, develop or test hardware or software products. Network Consulting Engineer (Ref.#: LV12): Responsible for the support and delivery of Advanced Services to company’s major accounts. Network Consulting Engineer (Ref.#: LV16): Responsible for the support and delivery of Advanced Services to company’s major accounts. Telecommuting permitted.

PHOENIX, AZ: Network Consulting Engineer (Ref.#: PHO1): Responsible for the support and delivery of Advanced Services to company’s major accounts.

RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK, NC: Software Engineer (Ref.#: RTP3): Responsible for the definition, design, development, test, debugging, release, enhancement or maintenance of networking software. Software/QA Engineer (Ref.#: RTP4): Debug software products through the use of systematic tests to develop, apply, and maintain quality standards for company products. Product Manager (Ref.#: RTP621): Create high level marketing strategies and concepts for company solutions for markets and segments worldwide. Technical Leader Services (Ref.#: RTP715): Independently solve problems in broad, complex, and unique networks in Service Provider, Enterprise, and Data Center environments. Test Engineer (Ref.#: RTP17): Build test equipment and test diagnostics for new products based on manufacturing designs. Operations Manager (Ref.#: RTP466): Responsible for employee development, job performance, and execution against corporate and organizational initiatives. Telecommuting permitted. IT Engineer (Ref.#: RTP13): Responsible for development, support and implementation of major system functionality of company’s proprietary networking products.

RICHARDSON, TX: Customer Support Engineer (Ref.#: RIC1): Responsible for providing technical support regarding the company’s proprietary systems and software. Product Manager (Ref.#: RIC621): Create high level marketing strategies and concepts for company solutions for markets and segments worldwide. Systems Engineer (Ref.#: RIC6): Provide business-level guidance to the account team or operation on technology trends and competitive threats, both at a technical and business level.

SAN FRANCISCO, CA: Inside Systems Engineer (CNG Staff) (Ref.#: SF18): Responsible for conducting online product demonstrations, answering technical questions, contributing to proposals and analyzing client needs and develop technical solutions in a pre-sales capacity. Travel may be required to various unanticipated locations throughout the United States. CNG Systems Engineer (Ref.# SF89): Provide business-level guidance to the account team or operation on technology trends and competitive threats, both at a technical and business level. Travel may be required to various unanticipated locations throughout the United States.

SAN JOSE/MILPITAS/SANTA CLARA, CA: Network Consulting Engineer (Ref.# SJ107): Responsible for the support and delivery of Advanced Services to company’s major accounts. Travel may be required to various unanticipated locations throughout the United States. Consulting Systems Engineer (Ref.# SJ2): Provide specific end-to-end solutions and architecture consulting, technical and sales support for major account opportunities at the theater, area, or operation level. Systems Engineer (Ref.# SJ13): Provide business-level guidance to the account team or operation on technology trends and competitive threats, both at a technical and business level. Telecommuting permitted. Hardware Engineer (Ref.# SJ558): Participate on development of Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) for next generation data center switch product family, with emphasis on routing/switching protocols. Systems Engineer (Ref.# SJ143): Provide business-level guidance to the account team or operation on technology trends and competitive threats, both at a technical and business level. Telecommuting permitted. Solutions Architect (Ref.#: SJ27): Responsible for IT advisory and technical consulting services development and delivery. Network Consulting Engineer (Ref.#: SJ9): Responsible for the support and delivery of Advanced Services to company’s major accounts.

PLEASE MAIL RESUMES WITH REFERENCE NUMBER TO CISCO SYSTEMS, INC., ATTN: M51H, 170 W. Tasman Drive, Mail Stop: SJC 5/1/4, San Jose, CA 95134. No phone calls please. Must be legally authorized to work in the U.S. without sponsorship. EOE.
Oracle America, Inc. has openings for **SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANT** positions in Solon, OH.

Job duties include: Design, develop, troubleshoot and debug software programs for databases, applications, tools, networks etc.

Apply by e-mailing resume to christopher.dusseau@oracle.com referencing 385.18184.

Oracle supports workforce diversity.

Oracle America, Inc. has openings for **APPLICATIONS DEVELOPER** positions in Burlington, MA.

Job duties include: Analyze, design, develop, troubleshoot and debug software programs for commercial or end-user applications.

Apply by e-mailing resume to murali.makkena@oracle.com referencing 385.17475.

Oracle supports workforce diversity.

Oracle America, Inc. has openings for **QA ANALYST** positions in Westborough, MA.

Job duties include: Analyze user requirements to develop, implement, and support Oracle's global infrastructure.

Apply by e-mailing resume to chris.ashton@oracle.com referencing 385.18202.

Oracle supports workforce diversity.

Oracle America, Inc. has openings for **TECHNICAL ANALYSTS** positions in Columbus, OH.

Job duties include: Analyze user requirements to develop, implement, and/or support Oracle’s global infrastructure. As a member of the IT organization, assist with the design, development, modifications, debugging, and evaluation of programs for use in internal systems within a specific function area. May telecommute from home.

Apply by e-mailing resume to andy.oppenheim@oracle.com referencing 385.18937.

Oracle supports workforce diversity.
Juniper Networks is recruiting for our Sunnyvale, CA office:

Technical Support Engineer Staff #8057: Provide technical support for secured routing products, working directly with customers and partners.

Resident Engineer #33263: Support design, deployment, and operational readiness of Juniper network routing, switching and security products within the customer infrastructure. Troubleshoot equipment and network problems.

Sales Demonstration Engineering Staff #20157: Provide pre-sales technical support to field Sales Engineers (SEs) for the Juniper Routing, Switching and Security product lines.

Resident Engineer Staff #15922: Provide technical liaison between customers, Juniper Technical Assistance Center, and the development team. Escalate technical issues, drive resolutions, and provide clear action plans for network stability. Travel required.

Software Engineer Staff #37809: Design, develop, debug, code and unit test software to program the forwarding ASIC to perform various functionalities.

Software Engineer #12051: Design, develop, troubleshoot and debug the packet forwarding path for Layer-2/Layer-3 which includes writing drivers for custom ASICs/FPGAs, network processors and Ethernet switches.

Technical Marketing Specialist Staff #21114: Develop and deliver detailed solutions for Switching, Routing and Security products and provide feedback to product team on new features.

Software Engineer #30414: Develop detailed software functional and design specifications. Design, develop, unit-test and maintain embedded networking software.

ASIC Engineer #34845: Define, architect, code and deliver verification suites and tests for ASICs to enhance faster, denser and feature-rich systems. Write complete verification plan independently.

Software Engineer Staff #17509: Design, develop and maintain packet forwarding code on Juniper’s MX series router. Translate customer requirements to software design.

Functional Systems Analyst #38289: Provide support to MTS business function. Work with Blueprint & Realization-related activities, such as design, configuration, customization, implementation and product support.

Software Engineer #38104: Analyze, design, and implement HA subsystems for carrier-class network devices. Support peer engineering and system qualification teams to deliver high-quality products.

Test Engineer #12776: Test Juniper’s switching products and ancillary products from other vendors. This includes test feature combinations in a scaled customer environment and perform automation of customer scenarios, execute customer features and handle customer issues, customer escalations and product rollouts.

QA Engineer #38454: Develop comprehensive test plans based on changing & challenging product definitions, scaling & performance targets, and customer use case scenarios. Execute tests & discover defects at various stages of release process.

Software Engineer Senior Staff #6808: Design, code & test complex control and data plane s/w on embedded systems in the networking domain. Interface with product managers to review and scope new feature requests.

Information Development Engineering Staff #5686: Design, plan, and implement overall content strategy and information architecture for Information Experience organization. Work on content structures, including design and implementation of content structures, web site organization of content, meta-data definition, and implementation and management model.

Juniper Networks is recruiting for our Dallas, TX office:

Consulting Engineer #22749: Provide assistance to the technical sales activities. Understand customers’ requirements to design solutions for customers. Deliver sales presentations and present technical information about products and services.

Juniper Networks is recruiting for our Westford, MA office:

Technical Support Engineer #36396: Support Security and Routing products, working directly with customers and partners. Work with highly knowledgeable group of customers and act as an escalation point for other TAC groups within the organization.

Juniper Networks is recruiting for our Herndon, VA office:

Technical Support Engineer Staff #6961: Deliver in-depth diagnostics and root-cause analysis for network impacting issues. Understand the architecture, design, and layout of customers’ network to provide focused troubleshooting.

Technical Support Engineer #38100: Deliver in-depth diagnostics & root-cause analysis for network impacting issues to large internet service providers and enterprise customers. Provide focused troubleshooting & improve customers’ networks.

Mail single-sided resume with job code # to
Juniper Networks
Attn: MS A.8.429A
1133 Innovation Way
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

APPLE INC. has the following job opportunities in Cupertino, CA:

ENGINEERING

Software Engineer Applications (Req#SXPVW) Plan, build, deploy, & test sys in Apple’s global Retail stores.

ASIC Design Engineer (Req#9FC4TV) Dev CPU & microarchitecture targeted for low powr mobile devices.

Hardware Development Engineer (Req#9HQUH) Dev & dev acoustic sys for iPhone. Travel req 20%

Hardware Development Engineer (Req#9FNPSR) Characterize TFFLect solutions, icldg pxx-signal timing di-agams, charge-sharing, VCOM compensation, EMI and EOS perform’s.

Software Development Engineer (Req#WRR29H) Dev & dev SW and FW for an 802.11 WiFi stack and FW running on a mob pttfrm.

Software Development Engineer (Req#PGQ54A) Res, des, implmnt, test & debug wide range compiler bcknd optimizations w/ focus on register allocation & rel tech.

Software Engineer Applications (Req#A593PH) Dev client & server SW & test automtn.

Software Development Engineer (Req#9F52PG) Des & dev core Apple frameworks for mobile iOS devices.

Software Engineer Applications (Req#A44QMD) Des & dev SW for analytics platform.

Automation Engineer (Req#9PPBYJ) Dev tst scripts to tst apps perf, scalabilily, & reliability.

Software Engineer Applications (Req#9XJWWT) Oversee des & dev of SAP Netweaver Entprse Apps.

Hardware Development Engineer (Req#9L7V4E) Def test req & cov, calib strategy, & algorithms of sensing dev’s in camera tech. Travel req’d 25%.

Software Engineer Applications (Req#9EPRUM) Des & dev analytics & report sol, prim using Essbase using def internal des stand.

Software Engineer Applications (Req#5G3QK6) Des & dev SW to enhc & scale content platforms.

Software Engineer Applications (Req#9J6PX8) Resrch, des & implmnt SW for multimedia playbck, controlled by Bluetooth remote.

Software Development Engineer (Req#9YU2BB) Dsgn, dev & debug SW for multimedia playbck.

Software Engineer Applications (Req#A9396A) Architct, dsgn, dev, & manage proj for web based & iOS solutions.

ASIC Design Engineer (Req#9ETX8) Create SW to vrfy archtcture & fnc-tionality of pre-silicon HW dsgns.

ASIC Design Engineer (Req#9DFTN4) Cmpse a pre-Silicon verification plan of a HW unit or subsys based on dsgn requirements & micro-architecturte.

IST Technical Project Lead (Req#9YUTNA) Dsgn & implmnt SAP sols to meet bus reqs in areas of indrct & drct procurement, utilizing SAP SNC, ECC & SRM sols.

Software Engineer Applications (Req#A3WNGL) Des & dev ID mgmnt web apps w/ common frame-wrks that can be used across apps.

Systems Design Engineer (Req#9D6MV3) Design & dev HW test equipment for consumer electronics manufacturing. Travel req: 30%

Software Engineer Applications (Req#A4S3YM) Create, review, main-tain and execute test suites.

Software Development Engineer (Req#9F29X) Des & implmnt ana-lytical instrumentation specs for iOS and Mac apps.

Engineering Project Specialist (Req#A2GU2D) Des & dev mfguring pr’css for SSD components in all Apple comp prods. Travel req 30%.

Software Engineer Applications (Req#9PUMMS) Des & dev web apps for Sales & Marketing Team.

Research Scientist (Req#9MXTKJ) Bld insights around Apple prdcts & srvc thrgh analysis of cstmr behavior & app csmntn on Apple dvs.

Software Engineer Applications (Req#9ZM2E2) Dylv & sprt SW apps & sys. Create & mnt Retail Ntwrk visualization svc, & Retail Ntwrk info sys. Travel Req’d 15%.

ASIC Design Engineer (Req#9GUJ5) Dsgn & dev memory infrtrce HW (DDR PHY) for Apple sys on chips.

Hardware Development Engineer (Req#9HUUQQ) Des process for OLED material deposition & thin film encapsulation. Travel req 40%.

Alliance/Partner Specialist (Req#A2U9Y) Onboard new merchant for the Apple Pay platform

Software Development Engineer (Req#9W2S) Dsgn, dev & maintain cellular & WiFi SW for iOS & MacOS.

ASIC Design Engineer (Req#9HJUWA) Perform elec analysis at the chip lvl, including Static/Dynamic IR, EM, Noise & Signal EM.

Instructional Designer (Req#9DCT56) Des & dev sales train’g contnt & tools that transform sales partnrs into skilled advocs who rep Apple brand to custmrns.

Software Development Engineer (Req#9FDVPS) Dsgn, dylv, implmnt, optimize, & debug pattern recognizn SW.

Software Development Engineer (Req#9QDT5M) Des data models for storing lg amount of data.

Software Engineer Systems (Req#P3V7S) Res for building scalable, extensible, supportable, high-available & high-performance-based Reporting & Monitoring sys.

Software Development Engineer (Req#9TTT3HA) Resch, des, dev, implm & debug frameworks for iOS & OS X rld to lexical & syntax analysis.

Software Engineer Applications (Req#9R6TGR) Rev HW, SW infrastrctre, & app funcnly for optimztn & ident perfrmnce bottlenecks.

Software Engineer Applications (Req#WWUPD) Deliver high-traf-fic iOS apps w/ focus on perf, scal & DevOps.

Product Operations Manager (Req#UGTHTH) Ld team w/in Worldwide Ops & primary ops intfc to core prod dvmnt team & other functnl orgs w/in Apple. Travel Req 30%.

Product Design Engineer (Req#9GC58) Inntgr stat tolrnc alys technq, func dimnsng & geomt cnserv into dsgn wrk. Trav req 20%.

Engineering Project Lead (Req#9L-SNYW) Sprt Maps Eval team for SW eng prjs, inclng user qrnts gthrng & analysis, planning, dpropdec idntfctn & trckng, & implmntn of new feat.

Software Development Engineer (Req#9U8U7C) Design & develop test frameworks.

Product Design Engineer (Req#9UMT2D) Develop product performance attribute dev tasks for new product programs. Travel req: 30%.
Hardware Development Engineer (Req#9T662ZP) Define & prototype new interconnects & measure perform to determine if realized interconnect perform matches model predictions.

CAD Engineer (Req#9YQVZW) Inst, configure, customize, & deploy CAD integration.

Software Development Engineer (Req#9GYYTU) Analyze & refine comp vision & computational photo algorithms.

Data Mining Specialist (Req#9H-BUCV) Conduct regular & ad-hoc analyses & data mining on Customer Support Transaction granularity data to provide actionable insights at the tactical & strategic levels.

Software Engineer Applications (Req#A523BZ) Des & dev automtd solutions for iCloud mobile, web & server SW feats.

Software Development Engineer (Req#9E636N) Dsgn & dvlp a sys to take advntge of user pttrns to improve sys perfmc.

Software Development Engineer (Req#9E632N) Design & dev media SW for embedded sys.

Software Development Engineer (Req#9QZTN) Strive to improve Apple’s revlry mble payment soltn by completing documented & ad-hoc tsng for consisnt HQ releases.

Software Development Engineer (Req#NKTD) Resp for the dsgn & dlpmnt of SW for the Siri srvr plfrm.

Software Development Engineer (Req#9D2TKD) Dsgn & dvlp SW sys to automatecly sort & route SW defects apprprty & prvd an audit log of dbg steps.

Project/Program Specialist (Req#9M-HY9) Rvw, anlyze, & run all phases of the sys dlpmnt lfcycle while wrkng clsy w/ cross-fnctnl teams thruout Apple. Travel req 20%.

Software Development Engineer (Req#9E62VF) Dsgn & dvlp ntrl lang processing & machine learning technqs for localizing Apple prdcts into intntnl mrkts & help scale A.I. apps like Siri to new langs & regns.

ASIC Design Engineer (Req#9FSV2C) Wk closely w/ archtctre & RTL dsgnsr on vrfyng the fnctnl correctness of the CPU dsgns.

Senior Mechanical Inspector (Req#9UD42C) Prfrm in-process, final & 1st article inspctn on incoming machined parts & assemblies.

Software Engineer Applications (Req#9XD69X) Des & execute test plans for contact-center sys.

Reliability Engineer (Req#9CHNE7) Research & dev tests & specs required to ensure reliable dsgn of new tech components entailed in next gen Apple prdcts. Travel req’d 20%.

Software Engineer Applications (Req#9RHVZM) Dsgn & dev SW srvcs for large scale distrbtd entrpse sys.

ASIC Design Engineer (Req#9PEPZP) Test & debug microprocessors for mobile dvs incldng phones & tablet comp.

Software Engineer Applications (Req#9LL3PA) Dsgn & dvlp large-scale SW sys.

Supply Demand Planner (Req#9MSNZ8) Resp for prod avail & revenue plan attainment for a prod.

Mechanical Quality Engineer (Req#9F45GA) Resp for quality control & manufact concepts to dev specifc PQP appropriate to program & commodity. Travel req 30%.


Hardware Development Engineer (Req#9FM3GA) Dsgn & dvlp HW modules & communicate w vendors. Travel required 20%.

Hardware Development Engineer (Req#9T678K) Res for EMC/EMI dsgn & dvlp in Special Proj Group (SPG) & EMC/EMI Simulation (3D Static & Full Wave simulations)

Hardware Development Engineer (Req#9Y23U) Multiple positions Dsgn, dev, & launch thin-film transistor (TFT) tech for the portable, laptop, & desktop displays in Apple products. Travel required 20%.

Data Analyst (Req#9YNL2) Create & monitor customer dta flow. Ensure dta flow isn’t broken or expe unexplnd spikes.

Refer to Req# & mail resume to Apple Inc., ATTN: L.J., 1 Infinite Loop 104-1GM, Cupertino, CA 95014. Apple is an EOE/AA m/f/disability/vets.

Apple Inc. has the following job opportunities in
Austin, TX:

Network Engineer (Req#9RVA4) Deliv & op data ntwrk services w/in the global Apple networking environment.

ASIC Design Engineer (Req#9KLTNN) Work on the phys dsgn & implement of HW chips.

Apple Inc. has the following job opportunity in Coral Gables, FL:

Operations Engineering Manager (Req#9TNPS) Respons for end-to-end planning & deploymnt of WW BPR Initiatives w/in ALAC, incl testing, commnuc, rednss, implem &user training & supp. Travel req’d 20%.

Apple Inc. has the following job opportunities in
Cupertino, CA and various unanticipated locations throughout the USA:

Systems Engineer (Req#9DCT9G) Work w/ & support Apple resellers to sell, distribute & deploy Apple products across the US. Telecommuting permissible 100%. Travel Req 50%.

System Engineer (Req#9YETU8) Sprrt tchncl prtn of iOS device sales to entrprs cstmrs (bus & gvmt) in US carrier channel. Work w/ teams, cstmrs, & sales rsrcs to drv adptn of iOS devices & plfrm. Telecommuting permissible 100%. Travel Req’d 70%.
TECHNOLOGY

Intuit Inc.

has openings for the following positions in Santa Clara County, including Mountain View, California or any office within normal commuting distance:

Staff Software Engineers in Quality (Job code: I-2321): Apply mastery of software engineering to design, influence and drive Quality and testability of products and services. 

Senior Product Managers (Job code: I-252): Design and implement a market-leading personalization engine (aka “in-product discovery” or IPD) that recommends QuickBooks features, add-ons, and partners. 

Applications

Operations Engineers (Job code: I-49): Responsible for driving operational excellence for the connected services that a business offers to its customers to deliver an “always on” operation, year round, at the right cost. 

Senior Business Data Analysts (Job code: I-2265): Lead initiatives to collect, interpret, and report on key business metrics. Apply skills and systems expertise to create reports and analysis that provide actionable insights to business stakeholders. 

Senior Database Administrators (Job code: I-390): Define database definition, structures, documentation, upgrades, requirements, operational guidelines, and protection. 

Product Managers (Job code: I-922): Own billing roadmap and drive prioritization of external and internal customer requests driving company’s key strategies like worldwide billing platform, driving user adoptions, user retention and revenue, and driving critical initiatives to run the business (e.g. compliance, data security, customer communication and compliance). Some travel (20%) may be required to work on projects at various, unanticipated sites throughout the United States and India. 

Managers 3, IIT (Job code: I-312): Responsible for managing wide array of Intuit’s enterprise business applications systems and technologies, with a mission to deliver global, always-on, predictable, awesome services.

Positions located in San Diego, California:

Software Engineers (Job code: I-276): Apply software development practices to design, implement, and support individual software projects. 

Software Engineers in Quality (Job code: I-596): Apply best software engineering practices to ensure quality of products and services by designing and implementing test strategies, test automation, and quality tools and processes. 

Senior Software Engineer in Quality (Job code: I-940): Apply senior level software engineering practices and procedures to design, influence, and drive quality and testability of products and services. 

Senior Offering Program Managers – Release Engineering (Job code: I-41): Partner with cross-functional Business and Technology teams to drive complex program roadmaps/schedules involving multiple contributing teams.

Positions located in Woodland Hills, California:

Staff Software Engineers (Job code: I-373): Apply master level software engineering and industry best practices to design, implement, and support software products and services.

Positions located in Plano, Texas:

Senior Software Engineers (Job code: I-2305): Exercise senior level knowledge in selecting methods and techniques to design, implement, modify and support a variety of software products and services to meet user or system specifications. 

Senior Software Engineers in Quality (Job code: I-361): Apply senior level software engineering practices and procedures to design, influence, and drive quality and testability of products and services.

To apply, submit resume to Intuit Inc., Attn: Olivia Sawyer, J203-6, 2800 E. Commerce Center Place, Tucson, AZ 85706. 

You must include the job code on your resume/cover letter. Intuit supports workforce diversity.
LinkedIn Corp.

LinkedIn Corp. has openings in our **Mtn View, CA** location for:

**Software Engineer (All Levels/Types) (SWE516MV)** Design, develop & integrate cutting-edge software technologies; **Senior Web Developer (6597.1285)** Own front-end development for products & collaborate with visual/interaction designers, engineers, & product managers to launch new products, iterate on existing features, & build a world-class user experience; **Manager, Software Engineering (6597.122)** Work with Hadoop to data mine high quality profile data & search query logs to gain insights around search relevance; **Manager, Software Engineer (6597.252)** Manage the performance & career development of a small team of engineers, & own significant parts of LinkedIn products that require design, architecture, & coding.

LinkedIn Corp. has openings in our **Sunnyvale, CA** location for:

**Software Engineer (All Levels/Types) (SWE516SV)** Design, develop & integrate cutting-edge software technologies; **Senior Manager, Engineering (6597.1535)** Manage the performance & career development of a team of engineers targeting iOS & Android native application development, & own significant parts of LinkedIn products that require design, architecture, & coding; **Senior Salesforce.com Developer (6597.1370)** Serve as Salesforce.com technical liaison in cross-functional teams that address strategic business issues involving CRM & sales operations.

LinkedIn Corp. has openings in our **San Francisco, CA** location for:

**Software Engineer (All Levels/Types) (SWE516SF)** Design, develop & integrate cutting-edge software technologies; **Manager, Software Engineering (6597.392)** Manage the performance & career development of a small team of engineers, & own significant parts of LinkedIn products that require design, architecture, & coding; **User Experience Designer (6597.925)** Design solutions that address business, brand & user requirements.

LinkedIn Corp. has openings in our **New York, NY** location for:

**Software Engineer (SWE516NY)** Design, develop & integrate cutting-edge software technologies.

Please email resume to: 6597@linkedin.com. Must ref. job code above when applying.